about the multiple illegalities in which she and North had been involved. " [S] ometimes you have to go above the written law, I believe," 3 she answered. And with those eleven words, Hall became a historical footnote and target for the mockery and wrath of countless pundits and political opponents.
The immediate negative reaction to Fawn Hall's statement 4 was hardly surprising on ideological or partisan grounds, as opponents of the Reagan Administration seized on Hall's words as a way of insinuating a broader pattern of the executive branch's disregard for the law. But setting aside the contemporaneous political opportunism, the criticism of Hall's statement deserves closer inspection. She was, after all, aligning herself with a longstanding civil disobedience tradition that includes Henry David Thoreau,' Mahatma Gandhi, 6 and Martin Luther King, Jr., 7 among many others, 8 all of whom believed that the calls of morality must sometimes override the demands of positive law. 9 It is true that Hall and North were part of the government in a way that the classic civil disobedients were not, and it is also true that Hall's violations were initially neither public nor symbolic, thus, potentially distinguishing them from the classic cases in the civil disobedience tradition. Nevertheless, these differences are no barrier to recognizing a calling higher than the formal law. Although Hall's critics obviously disagreed with her own particular application of the principle that law must sometimes be disobeyed in the name of morality, her abstract statement of that principle can hardly be faulted."o Partisan sniping aside, Hall's assertion of a largely unimpeachable principle can still be seen as a political blunder. Had she been better steeped in contemporary jurisprudence, Hall might have relied on the work of a host of legal theorists-most prominently Ronald Dworkin-to explain her actions." From a Dworkinian perspective, after all, Hall need not have acknowledged that she even broke the law. Understanding law as consisting solely of the words on the pages of the statute books, she might have said, is a false and crabbed understanding of what law is. Law, she could have argued, is more enveloping, incorporating a complex intersection of moral (and legal) principles, political values, and formal legal rules, all of which are part of the real law.1 2 When law is understood in this broader and richer sense, she could have continued, the reasons of legal and moral principle for acting in contradiction to the bare words of a statute are revealed as part of the law. In her case, she would have concluded, there was, therefore, no violation of law at all, however much it may seem so to those burdened with too narrow an understanding of the components of law, and thus with too limited a conception of what is to count as "the law."
Hall was no legal theorist, and her hypothetical Dworkinian response is intended to be comical. Yet similar responses by officials to charges of illegality, albeit lacking in theoretical adornment, are ubiquitous. When officials appear to violate obviously applicable formal positive law,1 3 they typically do not emulate Hall in admitting illegality and seeking to justify their actions by reference to a higher morality. Nor do they call forth the images of Thoreau, Gandhi, King, and other iconic figures of the civil disobedience tradition. Rather, officials who appear to have acted in legally questionable waysl 4 commonly offer an understanding of the components 12. Thus, in describing "two senses of the word 'statute,"' Dworkin explicitly distinguishes between "a document with words printed on it" and "the law created by enacting that document, which may be a much more complex matter." DWORKIN, LAW'S EMPIRE, supra note 11, at 16.
13. The understandable reaction to the phrase in the text is that what is included within "formal positive law" is exactly what is at issue. Statutes? Regulations? Precedent? Canons of statutory interpretation? Or is it even more than that? This is exactly what is at issue, but in order to get at it, we need to start somewhere, and Ruth Gavison's notion of "first stage law" is useful for this purpose. Ruth HART 21, 30-31 (Ruth Gavison ed., 1987) . Because there are important debates about what counts as law, or written law, or positive law, it is valuable to have a term-such as Gavison's-that brackets these debates in order to identify in a theoretically thin way the stuff that the ordinary person thinks of as law-constitutional provisions, statutes, administrative regulations, and reported court decisions, for example. This is the initial conception of formal or positive law I adopt here, and importantly, it is the conception that Thoreau, Gandhi, and King employed in defending their disobedience of law. Indeed, it is pretty much the only conception of law that makes their arguments even sensible.
14. Even the phrase "legally questionable ways" is subject to the objection noted above. Gavison, supra note 13, at 30-31. 1 have no desire to load the deck by assuming a definition of "law" at the outset, and so I emphasize again that this phrase should not be taken to assume a particular conception of law embedded in the word "legally." All of this will become more apparent as the analysis proceeds, but that analysis needs some way of getting started, and a thin and commonplace understanding of what law is will serve that purpose.
of law that transforms their seemingly illegal acts into ones that are not unlawful at all. 15 In doing so, these officials are not merely recharacterizing an act to place it outside what all agree is the governing law, 16 nor arguing for a favorable interpretation of a controlling statute. 1 7 Rather, they offer alternative characterizations of just what is to count as law,' 8 presenting a broader picture of law that transforms the seemingly illegal act into what becomes lawful conduct under the broader conception of law.
The strategy of relying on a capacious conception of law in order to convert the unlawful into the lawful comes in multiple forms. Sometimes, as with the Bush Administration's domestic warrantless wiretapping in violation of the literal terms of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act,1 9 officials insist that the law includes not only the precise words of the most directly applicable statutes, but also higher and less concrete
15. An interesting exception is Franklin Roosevelt's dismissal of the constitutional objections to the Second World War internment of Japanese-Americans as "legalisms." JACK GOLDSMITH, THE TERROR PRESIDENCY: LAW AND JUDGMENT INSIDE THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION 48 (2007). Implicit in that dismissal is an acknowledgment of formal illegality that officials nowadays appear less prone to accept.
16. This is of course an everyday occurrence throughout the legal system, as when lawyers argue that certain investment instruments are insurance policies and not "securities" for purposes of the securities laws. See Lincoln Nat'l Life Ins. Co. v. Bezich, 610 F.3d 448, 449-51 (7th Cir. 2010 ) (holding securities laws inapplicable to certain insurance contracts). Or that trash on a sidewalk is not part of one's "house" or "effects" for purposes of the Fourth Amendment. See California v. Greenwood, 486 U.S. 35, 46 (1988) (holding trash left outside for collection is not covered by the Fourth Amendment).
See generally KENT GREENAWALT, STATUTORY AND COMMON LAW INTERPRETATION (2012); CALEB NELSON, STATUTORY INTERPRETATION (2011)
. This is not to say that officials would not prefer to be able to claim to be following exactly the law their critics allege them with violating, and sometimes there is enough interpretive leeway to permit this type of response. But sometimes there is not, and the officials must face a choice among offering a preposterous interpretation of the particular law they are charged with violating, admitting the violation and claiming moral justification for doing so, or arguing that the law includes more than just the rule they are alleged to have violated. Without denying that officials typical prefer to rely on a nonlaughable interpretation if one is available, the basic point of this Essay is to explore the official's choice among the alternatives if no nonlaughable interpretation will work.
18. 1 am emphatically not referring to the concept of law in a broader and universal sense, and thus not to what necessarily must constitute law in all possible legal systems in all possible worlds. Such questions of general jurisprudence are important and enduring; they lie at the heart of modem debates about, for example, inclusive and exclusive positivism, the flavor of which can be seen in the various essays in HART'S POSTSCRIPT (Jules Coleman ed., 2001), and the valuable overview in Leslie Green, General Jurisprudence: A 25th Anniversary Essay, 25 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 565, 565 (2005). In this Essay, however, which is focused on American public discourse about lawful and unlawful official conduct, my interest in the nature of law is far more modest, and indeed is as much sociological as it is philosophical, encompassing only the questions of what is understood to count as law in a particular political or legal culture, and of what that culture takes to be on one or the other side of the divide between legal and other norms, values, and sources.
[Vol. 86:1165 legal / constitutional principles of presidential authority. 20 At other times, for example, when members of Congress vote for laws that contradict the clear holdings of recent Supreme Court decisions,21 officials deny that such decisions bind them in the face of their own constitutional and, therefore, equivalently legal obligation to interpret the Constitution according to their own best understanding. 22 On still other occasions, as with the decisions of the mayors of San Francisco, California and New Paltz, New York, to perform same-sex marriages in violation of what was at the time the prevailing state statutory law, officials seem even more Dworkinian. These officials maintain that the law to which they profess allegiance includes a broad range of moral and political principles, principles they sometimes attempt to describe in constitutional terms, existing constitutional doctrine notwithstanding. 23 These examples embody differing approaches, but all rely on so broad an understanding of the components of law as to make the possibility of moral illegality (or, for that matter, legal immorality) close to impossible. In describing the elements of law, these approaches include within the idea of law not only conventional statutory, constitutional, and common law sources of law, but also a host of moral, ethical, political, and practical considerations. 25 Thus, these approaches make conceptually unavailable the very conflict that Thoreau, Gandhi, King, and Hall thought so important. The strategies in these examples also stand in contrast to the conception of law implicit in the charges of illegality to which these defenses are responding-charges focused on the exact language of individual statutes, constitutional provisions, or judicial decisions, and thus 607 (1994) . Interestingly, officials who seek to justify their legally questionable acts typically offer an expansive conception of "law," as in most of the examples described here, but sometimes, as with the response of Senator Boxer to Senator Leahy, they rely on very narrow rather than very broad understandings of what counts as a law.
25. Insofar as so-called legal pragmatism incorporates within the "legal" the full panoply of moral, political, policy, and practical concerns, it represents in broad form the issue presented more narrowly by the incorporation of the moral within the legal. The thoroughgoing pragmatist cannot make sense of the idea of something being the law, or good law, but pragmatically defective. In an important way, these are all strategies of reconciliation. Faced with an inconsistency between law and morality, or law and the best policy, reconciliation strategies seek an understanding of law that reconciles the two and, thus, dissolves the inconsistency.
When those charging illegality rely on a narrow conception of law and those defending against such charges adopt reconciliation strategies employing far broader conceptions, it becomes difficult to determine whether the law has been broken at all. 26 Yet this Essay's purpose is not to resolve whether the proper understanding of the domain of law is broad or narrow, nor to determine the real components of law. Rather, its more modest aim is to examine the dependence of claims about official legal compliance and noncompliance on contested conceptions of law, with the goal of helping understand the jurisprudential issues lurking behind the common charges that officials have violated the law and the equally common claims of officials who have been following it.
The issues are jurisprudential, but they are also rhetorical. (offering the hypothesis that although there is much talk about official obligation to the law, in fact, officials rarely obey the law just because it is the law, and are rarely politically punished for engaging in public allegiance to the rule of law in the abstract and commitment to first order substantive correctness in particular cases, officials see the value of defining law so as to make their substantively appealing actions appear lawful, just as their critics will define law so as to make substantively objectionable policies unlawful as well. Given such a complex rhetorical terrain, figuring out when an official is violating the law becomes a conceptual morass.
In addition to involving the public rhetoric of legality and illegality, the issue is about the mechanisms available for enforcing the widely accepted belief that even officials are not above the law. 2 8 Although ordinary citizens are obviously subject to various tangible sanctions compelling them to obey the law, and although lower level officials such as police officers and city councilors are vulnerable to civil rights actions and related remedies should they violate the laws that constrain them, 29 higher officials are often immune from the obvious sanctions the law has at its disposal. 3 0 Members of Congress cannot be sanctioned directly, for example, for voting for a blatantly unconstitutional law. And short of the extraordinarily rare remedy of impeachment and removal, presidents are not subject to the normal legal penalties of fines, imprisonment, or civil damages should they violate even those laws explicitly designed to constrain their actions. 31 Given the typical unavailability of the legal system's normal penalties for sanctioning illegality, the importance of sanction free illegal actions). Thus, Thoreau may have captured something enduring in urging that "[i]t is not desirable to cultivate a respect for the law, so much as for the right." Thoreau, supra note 5, at 228.
28. Thus, the United States Department of State announces that the rule of law means, "no individual, president or private citizen, stands above the law." U.S. Dep political and rhetorical remedies for high level official illegality becomes apparent. And thus, in examining the rhetorical and political terrain on which such remedies are applied or withheld, we are inquiring not into rhetoric and politics for their own sake, but into the most important mechanisms by which officials are--or are not-held accountable for the lawfulness of their conduct.
II. THE INCENTIVES TO OFFICIAL COMPLIANCE
The question can be put directly: We expect officials to comply with the law, but what is "the law" with which we expect them to comply? This question is more important in the context of official compliance than in the parallel context of compliance by ordinary citizens, because when the issue is citizen compliance, the citizen's definition of law will ordinarily yield to that held by those with the power to punish. John Austin said it best almost two centuries ago:
Suppose an act innocuous, or positively beneficial, be prohibited by the sovereign under penalty of death; if I commit this act, I shall be tried and condemned, and if I object to the sentence, that it is contrary to the law of God, who has commanded that human lawgivers shall not prohibit acts which have no evil consequences, the Court of Justice will demonstrate the inconclusiveness of my reasoning by hanging me up, in pursuance of the law of which I have impugned the validity. 32
Austin's language is quaint, but his point endures. Whatever the citizen may think that morality requires, the hangman has the last word. And although Austin was objecting specifically to Blackstone's version of natural law, 33 he would have said the same to any citizen claiming to be acting under any other expansive conception of law. Indeed, it is part of the civil disobedience tradition that the disobedient typically expects to be punished for his or her acts, 34 often out of respect for the state and its authority, the aberrational immoralities of particular laws aside. 35 Even when their moral objections to the state are more pervasive, however, those who disobey the law for reasons of conscience understand that the law deploys its force in the service of its own conception of legitimacy, the citizen's potentially different conception notwithstanding. 36 From the law's own standpoint, as Austin recognized in the nineteenth century and King in the twentieth, the nature of legality is not a matter for debate. This is not to say that sorting out the conception of law that governs the ordinary citizen is an unimportant philosophical project; but from a crudely practical perspective, the citizen's conception will normally be subservient to the state's. In the everyday, nonphilosophical course of things, the state's power to impose sanctions makes its conception of law supreme. But when we turn from the citizen's legal compliance to the official's, different considerations come into play. Most importantly, formal penalties are often impossible for cases of official noncompliance. Sometimes a legal remedy is simply unavailable, as with a member of Congress who votes for a patently unconstitutional law. 38 At other times, officials are protected by absolute or qualified immunity from civil liability. 39 And even when formal enforcement is technically possible, various practical and political considerations often make the imposition of civil or criminal liability difficult. Of course, officials do go to prison for bribery and other forms of self-dealing illegality, but most constitutional and statutory constraints on official action are largely unenforced and unenforceable through the legal system's normal enforcement methods. Because formal sanctions are so often unavailable for official noncompliance, the conception of what constitutes the law adopted by the institutional mechanisms of formal enforcement within the legal system, therefore, becomes less dominant.
That official illegality is not often punishable by formal sanctions does not mean there are no sanctions at all. But now, the terrain has shifted. Official illegality is punished-or not-in the court of public opinion, not in the courthouse. In this court-one constituted by an amalgam of elite opinion, media commentary, the Internet, social media, interest groups, citizen beliefs, voting behavior, and much else-the actions of officials are evaluated, and when those evaluations are negative, the careers of officials are often ended or impeded. 40 Volumes have been devoted to the conceptualization and measurement of public opinion, 41 but that would not be so were public opinion irrelevant. In a democracy, and even in many nondemocracies, public opinion matters, and thus, the ability of public opinion-however constituted and however measured-to distribute 39. On official immunity generally, including questions about which officials are protected by which kinds of immunity for which acts, see generally JEFFRIES ET AL., supra note 29, and NAHMOD, supra note 29.
40. And, at times, the actions of officials are evaluated not in the court of public opinion, but still in political and not legal institutions, and thus in the "court" of a rival government institution, as when Congress evaluates the legality of actions of the president. Still, for example, whether and when Congress will prevail in this rivalry ultimately is a matter of public opinion. rewards and penalties, especially to those who hold public office or aspire to it, is virtually a self-evident proposition. 42 If public opinion is important, however, and if public opinion can impose penalties even when formal law cannot, the inquiry then turns to the criteria that the court of public opinion employs in determining whether and when to mete out its punishments. Which official actions are punished in the public and political arena, which are rewarded, and which are largely irrelevant? With formal legal sanctions largely off the table, the question of legal compliance is answered in the realm of politics, rhetoric, and the other determinants of public opinion. So if official illegality is sometimes subject to punishment in the court of public opinion, 4 3 and if officials naturally seek to avoid that punishment, then we can inquire into how officials who wish to avoid punishment for illegality in the court of public opinion seek to justify their actions.
When sanctions for illegality are determined by public opinion, Austin's analysis is inapt. The hangman no longer has the last word, because there is no hangman. Nor are there very many widely accepted criteria for determining which official illegalities will be condemned in public discourse and which will not. Against this background, the conception of law that undergirds claims of compliance or noncompliance becomes of overriding but often unrecognized significance. Most officials profess allegiance to the law, but the absence of any consensus on what "the law" means in this context makes many of these claims hollow. The issue is rarely disagreement about the application or interpretation of an 43. When and how official illegality is treated politically is a complex matter. For my own hypotheses, see generally Schauer, Ambivalence About the Law, supra note 27, at 13-14 (discussing how "American political tradition is replete with instances of Presidents, governors, cabinet officials, members of Congress, and countless less exalted officials and non-governmental leaders who have relatively shamelessly taken the position that immoral and at times simply unwise laws and legal decisions need not be considered binding when they conflict with what those officials and their constituents believe is moral necessity or wise policy"); Schauer, The Political Risks (If Any) of Breaking the Law, supra note 27, at 83, 98 (analyzing whether breaking the law is political risky for legislators and high executive officials who, for reasons of immunity or otherwise, are not subject to formal legal sanctions); Schauer, When and How (If at All) Does Law Constrain Official Action?, supra note 27, at 797-99 (offering the hypothesis that although there is much talk about official obligation to the law, in fact, officials rarely obey the law just because it is the law, and are rarely politically punished for engaging in sanction free illegal actions). For purposes of this Essay, however, I make only the simple assumption that officials often wish to avoid explicit public acknowledgment of unlawful conduct.
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III. A FEW EXAMPLES
Recall the Bush Administration's defense of its electronic surveillance of American citizens in apparent violation of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act.
45 Although the precise terms of the statute had seemingly been violated, 46 much of the administration's defense was couched in terms of legal justifications for superficially illegal actions. Those justifications included, inter alia, the supremacy of the president's constitutional commander-in-chief, executive, and emergency powers over the literal words of a statute, the presumed intentions of a post-9/1 1 Congress, and the implications of congressional authorization of military action against Al Qaeda.
4 7 But the administration did not argue, even in the public arena, that moral, political, or pragmatic considerations might outweigh the law. Instead, it insisted that restricting "the law" to one statute was too constricted an understanding of the elements of law. Such an argument might not prevail in a court, but it seems to matter outside it. To the extent 44. This is not to say that there are never interpretive disagreements, for of course there are. that a claim to be acting legally resonates with the public even if not to a judge, the public opprobrium for acting unlawfully may well be lessened. When officials are concerned that their actions will be perceived as lawful, technical illegality as perceived by a court aside, they have reason to offer an understanding of law that may diminish the public perception of illegality.
The rhetorical and political strategy of converting the narrowly illegal into the broadly legal seems to have scant political incidence.
4 8 The Bush Administration used a broad conception of law to justify its contravention of the specific words of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, but the Obama Administration did much the same with respect to the War Powers Resolution. 49 In defending what seemed to many commentators a clear violation of the resolution in deploying drones in Libya without the need for approval by Congress,"o the Obama Administration did not contend that the violation was justified on moral, political, or pragmatic grounds. Instead, its principal argument was that its actions did not count as "hostilities" under the terms of the resolution, 5 ' and supported that argument with a conception of law that relied heavily on historical practice as a source of law 52 -a broader conception of the domain of valid legal 48. Indeed, neither legality nor illegality seem to be the special province of one or another political party or perspective. sources than the one used by those who accused the administration of acting unlawfully.
53
The strategy of defining law broadly in order to make the superficially unlawful appear legal has a distinguished history. Lincoln's defense of his unwillingness to enforce the Dred Scott decision 54 was not based on the quite good argument that the profound immorality of slavery overrode the requirements of positive law, but rather on a broader conception of law that included the president's own power to interpret the Constitution for purposes of his own decisions. 5 For Lincoln, disregard (or even disobedience) of Dred Scott was not a question of disregarding the law, but of understanding the law more widely than his opponents. So too with generations of departmentalists after Lincoln, who, in disregarding Supreme Court decisions, have claimed not to be challenging the law, but to be operating under a conception of law broader than that of their narrowly focused critics.
56
Long after Lincoln, Ronald Dworkin used a different aspect of the law of slavery to begin developing his own expanded conception of the components of law. Criticizing those judges who had enforced the Fugitive Slave Laws despite their own alleged belief in the immorality of those laws, Dworkin observed that these judges had rejected a theory of law 53. In fact, the conception of law that was employed was especially broad because the administration did not even rely on congressional acquiescence in those past practices. according to which "the law of a community consists not simply in the discrete statutes and rules that its officials enact but in the general principles of justice and fairness that these statutes and rules, taken together, presuppose by way of implicit justification." 5 7 Given Dworkin's jurisprudential and philosophical commitments, his focus on justice and fairness as existing inside law is expected, but others may bring into law's domain different considerations that some would consider extralegal. Some of the arguments noted above substitute principles of national security or emergency avoidance for justice and fairness, for example, but nonetheless implicitly adopt the Dworkinian approach of including broad background principles, and not necessarily legal principles in the narrow sense of "legal," within a more capacious understanding of law." Similarly, if public policy is itself part of law, as some Legal Realists believed, 9 and as most so-called legal pragmatists believe, 0 then departing from the strict words of the most immediately applicable formal rule in order better to serve public policy is no longer an extralegal act, but is simply a matter of applying the law broadly understood. 6 
58.
See supra text accompanying notes 11-12. Consider also Justice Jackson's famous observation that the Constitution is not a "suicide pact." Terminiello v. City of Chi., 337 U.S. 1, 37 (1949) (Jackson, J., dissenting). Justice Jackson used the phrase to suggest that anarchy avoidance was itself a legal consideration, and it has since been deployed to imply a background principle of national security that has legal significance in interpreting and, at times, outweighing more specifically 614 (1952) ). Jackson himself was hardly of one mind on the issue, and noted in his famous opinion in Youngstown that "[s]uch power either has no beginning or it has no end. If it exists, it need submit to no legal restraint. I am not alarmed that it would plunge us straightway into dictatorship, but it is at least a step in that wrong direction." Youngstown, 343 U.S. at 653 (Jackson, J., concurring).
59. taking sides about who has the better of the argument on normative grounds, it is clear that the two sides are adopting different conceptions of the realm of law, with one including much of the political that the other excludes. If this is a debate about legality, the two sides, by adopting different definitions of law, turn out to be talking past each other.
IV. STRATEGIES OF RECONCILIATION
These broad conceptions of law can be seen as components of what we can call reconciliation strategies. Conflicts between law and morality 67 have been around since Antigone, 68 but reconciliation strategies seek to show that there is actually compatibility even where others find conflict, and so too with the analogous conflicts between law and politics, law and policy, and law and security.
69 By rejecting a conception of law limited to statutes, reported cases, and the other components of first stage law, 70 reconciliation strategies use a broadened conception of law to admit morality, policy, and even politics into law, thereby dissolving what would otherwise be a conflict.
In using a wide conception of law to eliminate what others see as conflicts, reconciliation strategies curiously circumvent the classical arguments for civil disobedience. Thoreau's plea for civil disobedience, premised on the immorality of tax laws supporting slavery and the Mexican War, necessarily presupposed that law was a morality-independent concept.71 For Thoreau, morality was complex, but his conception of law was simple and straightforward. The laws supporting slavery and taxation were official edicts, enforced by the coercive apparatus of the state. Thus, they were law. So too with the status of the colonial laws in India and South Africa that Gandhi understood himself to be violating. 72 Martin 
67.
See generally GREENAWALT, supra note 8 (discussing the conflicting claims of law and morality from the perspective of those who must choose whether to obey the law and those who make and apply the laws). Luther King's justification for defying the laws of Alabama was more complex because he relied in part on the classical natural law claim that an unjust law simply was not law." But he also acknowledged that the laws he violated were indeed laws, albeit immoral ones, thus grounding what King perceived to be the moral obligation to violate them. 74 For Thoreau, for Gandhi, and in part for King, therefore, the status as "law" of the laws they violated was not a function of their moral value. Indeed, were it otherwise, their arguments, along with those of history's other civil disobedients, would be incomprehensible because insisting on the moral necessity of violating a law whose legal status is dependent on its moral acceptability is self-contradictory. And so Thoreau, Gandhi, and King-like Bertrand Russell and the suffragettes-were Austinians, understanding law as the command of the sovereign backed by the threat of force, with morality playing no role in defining law.
Against Thoreau, Gandhi, and Austin, among many others, those who adopt reconciliation strategies claim that law and morality (or policy) can be reconciled in most cases, thereby eliminating what seems on the surface to be the argument for disobedience. 7 " Sometimes the reconciliation strategy will be based on a version of the kinds of natural law claims made by Cicero, Blackstone, and Fuller. These natural law claims, although not typical of modem natural law theory, hold moral acceptability to be an essential property of law, causing what looks like law to become nonlaw because of its immorality. 7 6 At other times, a reconciliation strategy will be premised on a conception of interpretive responsibility, as with Lincoln and members of Congress voting for laws that the courts had held to be plainly unconstitutional. 7 7 And occasionally reconciliation will be based on the view that limiting the idea of law simply to first stage law is, as a descriptive matter, simply too constricted an understanding of what is to count as law. This latter approach is presented in sophisticated form by Ronald Dworkin. Recall his perspective on the judges who enforced the Fugitive Slave Laws.
7 9 Dworkin criticized them in multiple ways, but especially on the grounds that the judges had made a legal error in not understanding that principles of justice and fairness were part of the law, no less than the specific statutes with which those principles might conflict. For Dworkin, law is comprised not simply of statutes and enacted rules, but a complex matrix of statutes, rules, and deeper principles infusing the entire system. Although this matrix, even when best and most charitably interpreted, might in theory compel an outcome inconsistent with basic moral principles, Dworkin admits such possibilities are, for him, rare. 80 Far more often, Dworkin believes the good judge will find a legally justified outcome that will not require the judge to face the law versus morality dilemma that inspires civil disobedience, at least in a system more or less just as a whole.
Dworkin would bridle at characterizing his understanding of judicial responsibility as strategic, but when we turn to official and not judicial behavior, we see reconciliation approaches as central to the rhetorical and political arsenal of officials who recognize the perils of being an acknowledged law-breaker. Thoreau, Gandhi, and King, after all, were not officials, and were responding to different constituencies and different incentives, even apart from the question of conscience. For them, it was comparatively easy-and perhaps even strategically desirable-to acknowledge the illegality of their acts. But for officials and others in public capacities, admitting to illegality, even with no formal punishment in the offing, is risky. Adopting a reconciliation strategy enables them to do what they believe right-first stage law notwithstanding-and then justify their actions without acknowledging any unlawful behavior.
Officials who adopt reconciliation strategies are likely reflecting the unarticulated preferences of their constituents. We know that official disregard of positive law is commonly treated as politically inconsequential when the public agrees with the decision on policy grounds. 8 ' And we suspect that the public, as an abstract matter, expects its officials to obey 79. Dworkin, supra note 57. 80. DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY, supra note 11, at 36-38; DWORKIN, LAW'S EMPIRE, supra note 11, at 219. See also Ronald A. Dworkin, "Natural" Law Revisited, 34 U. FLA. L. REv. 165, 169-73 (1982) (recognizing that the existing matrix of law may at times not permit a morally attractive interpretation).
81. For examples, see Schauer, Ambivalence about the Law, supra note 27, at 15-16; Schauer, supra note 48, at 481-82; and Schauer, When and How (lfat All) Does Law Constrain Official Action?, supra note 27, at 770-74. the law. 82 When an official disobeys the law in the service of what the public believes is the right decision on policy or moral grounds, therefore, the public may on occasion reconcile this inconsistency by understanding law in a way that renders the policies it prefers lawful and the policies it dislikes unlawful. Officials adopting reconciliation strategies may thus be tracking the preferences of a citizenry that has adopted its own reconciliation strategy as a way of at least occasionally denying the uncomfortable conflicts between morality or good policy, on the one hand, and what the law requires, on the other.
Reconciliation strategies have an antipositivist flavor-at least in the Austinian sense of positivism-for they all understand law in ways that make the notion of an immoral valid law, if not exactly a contradiction in terms, at least a noncentral case of law. Dworkin is of course a prominent critic of legal positivism, and although much ink has been spilled in efforts to show that he misunderstands positivism, 8 3 most of those efforts are located within the domain of general jurisprudence, a domain that is not my concern here, and may not be Dworkin's anywhere. 8 as a legally valid law. 89 The antipositivism of reconciliation strategies is relevant here not because this is an Essay in general jurisprudence. To repeat, it is not, and I call reconciliation a "strategy" precisely because the issue here is not whether the things that are labeled as law (or not) really are law (or not). Rather, the issue for the rhetoric of politics and the rhetoric of law is about what we designate as "law" in the public arena. And the importance of this question, with its deliberately definitional tone, 90 lies in what it tells us about how society thinks about law and about what law means to public officials. In other words, the use or nonuse of a reconciliation strategy tells us much about how the public understands law, and about how officials responsive to that public understanding will actually behave. Just as reconciliation strategies reflect a rejection of classical positivism's insistence on a law / morality divide, so do the criticisms of official illegality that prompt reconciliation responses reflect the kind of positivism not only associated with Bentham and Austin, but accepted by Thoreau, Gandhi, and (in part) King as well.
V. JUST ENOUGH PSYCHOLOGY
But why are reconciliation strategies so common? Why is public and official antipositivism so widespread and why was Fawn Hall so strategically misguided in failing to understand that fact? One hypothesis takes us more into psychology than legal theory, and into the related phenomena of cognitive consistency and cognitive dissonance. 9 1 The basic 89. Hart, supra note 86, at 620. 90. And that is the purpose of the quotation marks in the title of this paper. Here, if not elsewhere and not always, I am precisely interested in the role that the word "law" and associated references to law play in public political debate. I also believe that there is a causal relation between this question and what a society's concept of law actually is, but exploring that relationship must be saved for another day. idea is simple: people want their beliefs to be internally consistent, and will engage in cognitive adaptation to lessen inconsistency. 92 One type of adaptation-the one most relevant here--is changing the meaning of one of two (or more) inconsistent beliefs so that the beliefs are no longer inconsistent. 93 The search for cognitive consistency may help explain reconciliation strategies. If peoples-and here we are not talking about officials, but about the public whose preferences officials often seek to satisfy-perceive an inconsistency between their abstract belief in the desirability of lawful behavior and their belief in the rightness of a particular illegal act, they can achieve consistency between the two by redefining their conception of law to make the behavior they believe right no longer illegal. Of course, one way of eliminating the conflict, fortunately rare these days, is to adopt the belief that what is lawful is eo ipso moral. But another is to believe that what is moral is, for that reason, legal. And this approach to achieving cognitive consistency may well explain much of the strategy of reconciliation. If people want what they think is right to be legal as well, they may be especially receptive to political arguments that employ a definition of law that make it so.
I do not want much to rest on a psychological hypothesis for which the existing evidence, at least with respect to this particular application, is thin. And there may also or instead be political or sociological explanations for why people resist the very idea of an unjust or unfair law. Whatever the deeper cause, it does appear that the public is often not with Charles Dickens' Mr. Bumble. It does not want to believe that "the law is a ass." 94 Thus it may believe, or want to believe, that that which is fair or just is for that reason legal, and that which is unfair or unjust is for that reason illegal. To the extent that this is so, then when officials go above the law, as Fawn Hall put it, the public may want to hear that their actions were within and not above the law, and officials adopting reconciliation strategies may be giving the public what it wants.
VI. ON CONCEIVING LAW NARROWLY
The foregoing psychological, sociological, and political hypotheses are speculative, but the consequences are less so-American officials, who we presume understand and appeal to the preferences of their constituents, seem remarkably Dworkinian, persistently characterizing their behavior vis-A-vis the law in a way that reflects a capacious understanding of law.
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But as the officials adopting reconciliation strategies well know, those strategies make criticizing them for violating the law a slippery business. When what is understood to be "the law" is infused with morality and policy as well as statutes and court decisions and other items of first stage law, identifying law breakers becomes a task as contested as identifying immoral behavior. But to identify this problem is not to engage in moral or policy relativism. Rather, it is simply to make the empirical claim that for many salient issues of public policy, moral and policy opinions are deeply divided. When this is so, incorporating these contested factors into an understanding of law causes legal criticism to dissolve into the contested domain of moral and policy criticism.
Perhaps this is not a bad thing. Maybe Thoreau was right, and the good society is one that evaluates its officials on the first order morality of their actions and not on legality per se. 96 Yet in a nonideal world, one function of law is settlement: the ability to agree on accepted standards for action in the face of moral and political disagreement. 97 98 has an important role to play. Confronted with moral and political disagreement, we often desire short or intermediate term settlement for the purposes of action. But for law to serve this function, it must be sufficiently concrete to provide a focal point, 99 thus avoiding reproducing the exact disagreement that it was designed to lessen. Moreover, the virtues of concrete and less contested law for purposes of settlement are especially great when courts are not in the picture. When legal questions are resolved in court, the judicial resolution can provide the determinacy that is necessary for settlement even if the legal norms are themselves vague or dependent on contested moral and policy questions. When there is no court, however, the legal norms must achieve this determinacy without judicial assistance, making it especially important to create law in concrete and uncontested terms if enforcement is by public opinion and not by the machinery of legal sanctions. For law to provide the platform for settlement without judicial involvement, it may be important to adopt a simple understanding of "the law" that allows public commentary to identify with ease those who have followed the law and those who have broken it.
Of course, law serves more than settlement purposes. Law is often the forum in which uncertain moral or political or policy ideas are worked out over time, and this aspect of law may well provide the basis for appreciating the vagueness-and consequent moral and policy dependence--of the Equal Protection Clause, 10 0 the Sherman Antitrust Act, 0 ' and perhaps even the entire common law. 102 But we achieve flexibility and the capacity to adapt law to changing circumstances and changing values, often wisely, not without cost, and one of those costs is the ability to identify crisply and saliently those officials who have violated the law. If this too is at times valuable, then it may be important not only to 
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have some laws whose meaning is largely beyond debate, but also to have a public conception of "the law" that is beyond debate (and strategic manipulation) as well. When a society deems it useful not only to identify official law breakers, but to deny to them, at least in the public arena when formal legal sanctions are unavailable, the ability to claim with a straight face the legality of their actions, the virtues of a narrow conception of law loom large. If under those circumstances officials wish to claim the political high ground, it may be better were they, like Hall, to side with Thoreau, Gandhi, and King, letting the political process decide on the morality of their disobedience, rather than letting them take cover behind a conception of "the law" that is largely beyond the ability of the public and the political process to evaluate.
Indeed, having glimpsed the public politics of legality, a new dimension of the hoary question about the relative virtues of rules and standards is revealed. 103 As conventionally understood, rules are relatively precise and standards relatively vague. And according to the conventional analysis, rules bring the advantages of predictability, stability, and constraint on the discretion of adjudicators, but at the expense of limiting the flexibility that enables decisionmakers to accommodate an uncertain future. Conversely, standards allow enforcers and decisionmakers to adapt to the previously unforeseen, but at the cost of making it difficult for those whose conduct is at issue to predict just which forms of primary conduct are allowed and which are prohibited.' 04 All of this is old stuff, but what the conventional analysis tends to ignore is the way in which legal norms provide the basis for criticism of norm violating conduct. We know that internalized norms can provide the basis for criticism, 0 5 but the existing analyses of rules versus standards neglect the way in which rules can provide a firm basis for criticism in ways that standards cannot, and the way in which this firm basis for criticism is especially important when formal sanctions are unavailable. We believe, although it has never been tested, that members of Congress would face political but not formal sanctions should they vote to allow convictions for treason on the testimony of only one witness, and we believe that, absent extraordinary circumstances, the electorate is unlikely to elect even a popular president to a third term. But if we inquire into whether members of Congress will suffer political penalties for voting for laws that exceed Congress's powers under the Commerce Clause, or for enacting what some believe to be deprivations of liberty or equality, the electorate's distribution of political rewards and punishments will likely track its first order preferences, technical questions of law aside.1 06 Insofar as these speculations about political attitudes are sound, rules may well provide the purchase for political and social sanctioning in ways that standards do not.o 7 If even those who disagree with a law's underlying substantive judgments can agree that the law has been violated, criticism for violating the law occasionally may have a chance of success. But if criticism (or not) for violating a law tracks the underlying first order substance of the law, then law will likely drop out of equation. Thus, one additional virtue of rules over standards may be the way in which rules can empower criticism in ways that standards do not, and the way in which rules can cause law-focused criticism to resonate in ways that standards cannot.
The question of narrow versus broad conceptions of law can now be 106. Consider, for example, the recent congressional debates on the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119. Although I cannot provide a citation for a negative, it appears that no member of Congress publicly took the position that the act was constitutional but unwise as a matter of policy, nor did any publicly assert that the act was wise as a matter of policy but still unconstitutional. Note also that the research suggesting that even outside of the rarified domain of the Supreme Court's docket, policy preferences strongly influence legal interpretive decisions. Joshua R. seen as the question of rules versus standards, but at one remove. Understanding law narrowly may be analogous to preferring rules over standards, and understanding law broadly may be analogous to preferring standards over rules, and for many of the same reasons. And just as preferring rules over standards may bring the advantages of enabling public criticism of rule violation in ways that standards cannot, so too may preferring a narrow over a broad conception of law enable the same sort of effective public criticism of law violation. At times, of course, public criticism may not be all that important. Nevertheless, if public criticism is the only form of enforcement, as is the case with many laws constraining the behavior of public officials, then the way in which a narrow conception of law enables the only effective method of enforcement is an advantage that should not be ignored.
VII. CONCLUSION: ON NOT TALKING PAST EACH OTHER
The tone of the previous section notwithstanding, this Essay's goal is primarily descriptive and conceptual rather than normative. My aim is chiefly to identify the phenomenon by which officials and their critics appear to have multiple conceptions of law available to use in charging illegality and defending against it, at least when courts and formal sanctions are, as is often the case with respect to official behavior, out of the picture. Indeed, just as the Legal Realists and their successors argued that multiple and conflicting items of positive law are available to rationalize in legal terms outcomes reached on prelegal or extralegal grounds, 0 so too do officials today have different and often conflicting concepts of law available to legally justify those criticisms and defenses that are largely a matter of prelegal or extralegal first order substance. And just as the Realists and their successors recognized that judicial and lawyer perception, understanding, and interpretation of specific items of law or specific litigated facts were often shaped by outcome preferences,1 09 so too can we now see that it is far more common than often recognized for entire conceptions of "law" to be shaped by outcome preferences.
The observation that multiple and conflicting conceptions of law do battle in public discourse is neither a deep philosophical claim about the nature of law, nor a relativist one about the jurisprudential equivalence of the competing conceptions. Many claims in the public arena about legality and illegality rely on concepts of law that are either wrong or confused. At the very least, however, we can use an understanding of the different concepts that have some social salience, even in a nontechnical way, as a way of requiring those who charge illegality or claim legality to specify just what understanding of the law undergirds those claims. Any charge of illegality or claim of legality necessarily rests on some understanding of what law is. As long as multiple understandings exist in the world as a matter of sociological fact, it is not surprising that at least one of these understandings will be available to justify just about any charge of illegality or defense of legality that an official wishes to make. Expecting the citizenry, the press, the pundits, and the other participants in public discourse to settle on one of those concepts of law will not occur in any of our lifetimes. Expecting those participants to specify the conception of law they are employing may be a more realistic goal.
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